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Subject: Lack of integration provisions under the Greek national strategy for refugees and asylum 
seekers

Regarding the integration of refugees and asylum seekers, which is a matter of great importance to 
the EU, the Greek national strategy,1 in line with national government policy in general, is effectively 
obstructing coexistence and cohabitation, since it does not include third country nationals with 
residence permits (numbering 676 825) but only asylum seekers (29 071) and those entitled to 
international protection (57 913).2

The text submitted contains no mention of specific programmes with a clear timetable, objectives and 
budget. Moreover, no prior consultation with bodies representing refugees and migrants appears to 
have taken place.

Although normal social cohabitation offers the best opportunity for successful integration, the 
government has decided to end3 the ESTIA housing programme in 2022 (12 622 beneficiaries), in 
favour of a system of segregated holding centres for migrants or ‘Closed Controlled Structures’ 
(KEDN)4 on the islands.

At the same time, the Minister responsible openly uses expressions such as ‘real and bogus refugees’ 
or issues admonitions to ‘let someone else take care of integration’. Asylum applications by those who 
arrived as unaccompanied minors and have since, on reaching adulthood, become fully integrated 
into Greek society5 are being rejected, despite an indignant public outcry.

In view of this:

1. Can the Commission state its position regarding the above actions of the Greek Government in 
the light of Article 2 TEU and the relevant Commission communication (of 24 November 2020)6 ?

2. Have detailed costed integration programmes been submitted by the Greek Government?

3. Is EU funding available for those entitled to asylum or must the cost be met by the Member State 
concerned?

1 shorturl.at/ajSY5 - National strategy for the social integration of asylum seekers and those entitled to 
international protection

2 https://migration.gov.gr/statistika/
3 https://migration.gov.gr/oloklironetai-to-programma-stegasis-estia-ii-to-2022/
4 Closed Controlled Structures on the islands
5 https://www.ieidiseis.gr/ellada/138138/mia-istoria-pou-sygklonizei-o-mikros-prosfygas-aristoyxos-mathitis-

pou-tha-apelathei-meta-tin-parelasi-tis-25is-martiou
6 Communication from the Commission - Action plan on Integration and Inclusion 2021-2027, in particular 

points 3 (‘Integration for all’ - Support at all stages of the integration process, etc.), 4 (‘Actions in main sectoral 
areas’) and 5 (‘Actions supporting effective integration and inclusion in all sectoral areas’ - Building strong 
partnerships for a more effective integration process.)


